**Council Meeting**  
Monday, 10 Dec 2012

Meeting starts at 6:20pm

**Attendees**  
Kevin Ross, Golbon Zakeri, Andrea Raith, Matthias Ehrgott, David Ryan, Grant Read, Mark Johnston, Anthony Downward.

**Apologies**  
Geoff Pritchard, Ross James.

**Other Business**  
We need to sort out conference for next year

Stronger linkages with other groups

Mark: perhaps have a stripped down conference.

Golbon suggests perhaps getting stats to move the conference. Andrew: rename it analytics

Is Auckland willing to host next year, given the importance of YPP.

Andrea: only 4 undergrad YPP.

Grant: student paper competition, student focused conference. Perhaps we should change the whole format of the conference.

David Ryan: people here are not just students; if we ran it as a student conference way, fewer people will show up.

Mark: diversify the workload for conference organisation.

Meeting Closed at 6:31pm